
 

     

Sri Indu ECE 

   

          The Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering conducts “Sri Indu ECE ” an 

Annual Inter-Department level contest with multiple technical events. The motive of this event is to 

develop various skills of students in Co-Curricular activities and to expose them to the current trends in 

the technical and professional fields. It includes various activities like sports event, technical event and 

culture event. As per the culture of Sri Indu  Institute of Engineering and Technology, every academic 

year, department of Electronics and Communication Engineering organizes “Sri Indu ECE ”, college 

technical fest for aspirants assembling and very high competitive spirit to participant and with the strong 

determination to include their achievements & accomplishments to their resumes. 

FUNCTIONS 

 To encourage students to develop their intra-personal skills, self-confidence, communication skills, 
general knowledge by conducting Debates, Quiz, Paper Presentation competitions etc. 

 To encourage students to enhance their interests in extracurricular activities by conducting 
competitions like Dancing, Singing, Role Plays etc. 

 To enable students to develop a healthy competitive spirit by competing with students of other 
departments & colleges, via Intra & Inter Collegiate events. 

 To provide a platform to students for knowledge sharing by organizing guest lectures, workshops. 

 To provide students with scope and encouragement for the expression of their talent. 

Roles and responsibilities of the Secretary 

 To plan activities under department association. 

 To conduct meetings related to activities to be organized and related issues for smooth functioning of 
the association. 

Roles and responsibilities of the Convener 

 To plan the co curricular activities of the department in coordination with department regular 
activities. 

 Motivating & encouraging the students of the department to participate/ register in various co 
curricular activities. 

 To allot the activity coordinator for each activity in association with the department HoD. 



 

 To keep records, summary and documentations of all the events or activities organized. 

 To prepare Minutes of Meeting for every meeting conducted. 

 To upload the events organized data in to the website. 

Roles and responsibilities of the Faculty coordinator 

 To prepare the circulars and scheduling of the events. 

 Motivating the students and registering the students to the stated activity. 

 Recording of the events and preparation of documents of the organized events/activities i.e., 
registration forms, winners list, feedback forms. 

 To prepare the report of the event or activity which they had organized. 

Roles and responsibilities of the Student member 

 To motivate the fellow students to participate in the activity. 

 To act as a organizer & volunteer to the activity and participant to that event. 

 To provide feedback on the organized event/activity. 

 Convener:  Dr.  D. Lakshmaiah 

Faculty Coordinator:  Dr.K. Srinivasa Reddy 

Name Roll No. Designation 

DINESH KONDAL NAMANI 19X31A0432 President 

DUVVU VINAY KUMAR 19X31A0437 Advisor 

OGGU RAVI TEJA REDDY 19X31A04A0 Vice President 

MEHENDRAKAR ROSHAN RAJ 20X35A0418 Associate President 

SIDDHAGONI SOWMYA 19X31A04B9 General Secretary 

THANGELLA VENKATESH 

GOUD 

19X31A04C8 

 

Joint Secretary 



 

YALAVARTHI GUNA SAI 

SANDEEP 

19X31A04D8 

 

Treasurer 

BANKA PRASANNA KUMAR 19X31A04E5 Designing 

IMMIDI POOJITHA 21X35A0418 HR & Documentation 

MOHAMMED AWAZE PASHA 21X35A0429 Photography 

Y PANDU 21X35A0433 Graphic Designer 

CHIKKALWAR JAYA SRI 21X35A0407 Sports 

SUDHINI CHETANA 20X31A04B1 Hospitality 

THODETI SRIHARI 20X31A04B5 Discipline 

VADTHYAVATH SHARATH 

UMAR 

20X31A04B9 Organizer 

 

 

 

     


